
Fiber shape reconstruction with fractal nature analysis 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The use of polymers and composites with a polymer matrix has reached every field of application, from robust constructions to fine, delicate 
parts for microelectronic devices [1]. Reinforcement with fibers that resulted in fiber-reinforced composites (FRC) brought improved impact 
strength, modulus of elasticity and toughness to polymer matrix [2]. However, under the influence of load, FRC are subject to the formation of 
cracks, separation and stratification of fibers from the matrix [3-5]. With thorough knowledge of the FRC structure, physical properties can be 
predicted and included in the processing of future composites, especially that electronic materials miniaturization brought micro- and nanoscale 
level properties at spotlight. The fractal nature exists within physical systems structures and contact surfaces, from microstructures, down to the 
nano-scale level, up to the global bulk and massive shapes. Fractal nature analysis presents a possible approach for the investigation of contact 
phenomena establishing the grain contacts models, offering ceramics and other materials structure analysis, description and prediction of grains’ 
and pores shape, along with relations between structure and electric-dielectric properties. This mathematical technique can be performed on field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images, by identifying fiber phase and pores shapes and boundaries, as well as fiber-matrix 
bonding at the interface. In this study, fiberglass mat was used for the reinforcement of epoxy. FESEM image of enlarged fiber after the 
composite fracture was used for the reconstruction of data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Polymer composites represent very useful materials due to a possibility to design various properties with the 
combination of ceramic reinforcements in the shape of particles and fibers. Thanks to this, composites are being 
applied in every industry, from commercial products to high performance materials for aircrafts. Microelectronic 
devices contain polymers and composites as insulators and adhesives, mostly epoxy-based. In order to improve their 
mechanical properties, such as modulus of elasticity of impact resistance, and endurance, glass fibers are 
incorporated as reinforcement. For the design of a composite with desired mechanical properties and long-life, 
thorough knowledge of microstructural changes and fiber-matrix interface is required. Microstructural analysis can 
also provide insight in reinforcement shape that can enable connection with the physical properties. Fractal nature 
analysis represents mathematical tool that can be used for the shape and size reconstruction, ensuring prediction of 
different properties, which is valuable for the future materials processing. In this paper, field emission scanning 
electron microscopy (FESEM) images were used for fibers microstructure fractal analysis. Reconstruction of fiber 
shape was obtained successfully, opening the door for the application of fractal analysis shape reconstruction 
application on other materials, with the future focus on nanomaterials used in microelectronic devices. 

FESEM of a broken glass fiber. 

Enlarged tip of the broken fiber and fractal curve of the fiber shape 
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TABLE  
ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FRACTAL CURVE OF THE RADIUS 
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THE CONCLUSION 
In this paper, fractal nature analysis was applied on fiber-reinforced composite for the reconstruction of fiber shape. The analysis with software 
Fractal Real Finder, fractal curve depicting the shape was obtained, as well as Hausdorff dimension of  1 and 1.21968. for the first and the second 
analysis  This indicates that the fibers have been successfully reconstructed. The finding achieved in this study enables the use of the fractal software 
analysis for the design and prediction of efficient reinforcement for epoxy-based composites in the future. 
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FESEM of a fiber-reinforced composite 

Image of a fiber with red points (on left) and corresponding fractal 
reconstruction (on right) 
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